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Bar U Topia Unveils Customizable Home Entertainment Bars: 
Introducing The Kingsman and The Crown 

 
 
Morganton, NC: Bar U Topia kicked off the opening of Spring Market 2024 by announcing two new 

product families that offer complete customization of home entertainment bars. 

 

The Kingsman is a standard six-foot curved bar with 144 distinctive design configurations. This bar 

will transform into a unique piece that perfectly matches your favorite room or outdoor patio by 

selecting three major components. With its elegant design, practical features, and versatile options 

like various countertop designs, solid wood corners, and leather panels, The Kingsman is a perfect 

example of adapting a standardized product to a buyer's preference. 

 

The Crown epitomizes versatility and style in a four-foot straight bar design. Designed specifically 

to address customer feedback for a smaller footprint, it is crafted with the same features in its 

larger form of a six-foot curved bar. Mix and match the same design configurations on either bar to 

create a bar that reflects your unique taste and personality. 

 

Available as Do-It-Yourself Kits 

These new products can be ordered as a DIY kit or fully assembled and ready to use. Choose from 

various countertop designs, solid wood corners, and leather panels to match your favorite room or 

outdoor patio.  
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A complete catalog of all the selection options can be viewed online or in a brochure format upon 

request.  DIY kits are supplied in six boxes, which can be shipped using Fed Ex, UPS, or any LTL 

Common Carrier. 

 

Examples of both The Kingsman and The Crown will be on display during the High Point Spring 

Market 2024 at the Suites on Market Square in Booth M-5027. 

 

### 

 

Founded in 2017, Fence Quarter, LLC., designs and manufactures deck and porch railing inserts 

with an innovative design that ensures ease of installation and maximum strength. Bar U Topia, a 

Fence Quarter business unit, will unveil two new products during the Spring Market 2024 in High 

Point, NC. Company founder Christopher Price was a former aerospace engineer specializing in 

quality control systems and highly efficient production lines. He has several proprietary designs 

and patents to his credit. Corporate offices and manufacturing operations are at 318 Burke Drive, 

Morganton, NC 28655. Christopher can be reached by calling 1-800-205-0128 or by e-mail at 

cprice@barutopia.com for more information. 
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